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IQ Profiler 

50 lb. pet immunity (22.7kg) & superior false alarm discrimination 
with unique dual focal lenses. 
Installation in a snap with patented Quick-Mount and Quick-Wire 
terminals 
Maximum range: 50 x 50 feet 
New & improved Quick-Catch mode 
Advanced microprocessor-based circuitry with proprietary NAPCO 
detection algorithms for optimal protection from false alarms without 
compromising catch 
Bi-optic contour case and dual focal lenses provide exceptional 
distance profiling: 
Far field lens allows for detection of large objects and ignores small 
targets nearby 
Near field lens allows for discrimination of small targets nearby pet 
and rodent immunity 
Shielded high-performance aspheric lenses 
Look down/creep zones provide coverage beneath sensor 
Sensor chamber prevents insect, draft, and dust interference. 
Utilizes analog to digital signal conversion 
Vertical aiming capabilities 
Flat or corner mountable to 8.5’ (2.6m) 
Wall mount and corner mount 
Swivel aiming with optional SVL2 swivel bracket 
Advanced microprocessor-based circuitry with built-in profiles of 
common false alarm sources: 
20v/m RF-shielded circuitry 
Operating Temperature: 14°F to 122°F (-10° to +50°C) 
Mounting: Wall or corner, 6.5’ to 8.5’ max. (2 x 2.6m, max.) 
Alarm Output: Normally-Closed Form-A Relay (Form C Option) 
Contact Ratings: 100mA, 24VDC with internal 10 Ohm current-
limiting resistor
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Quic
Mount: 

A quarter-turn of a screwdriver in 
the back housing’s mounting 
disk and the unit embeds itself in 
any corner in under a minute, 
with innovative self-projecting, 
fast anchoring wall pins 

Quick Wire: 

Snap-Down terminal strips for 
connecting wires with no screws 
to fasten. Just insert stripped 
wires in each and snap down 
(speaker-jack style). 

Power-Supply Requirements: Intended for operation from a power 
source that provides a 4-hour battery backup in event of power failure
Filtered DC: 10.6 to 16VDC nominal with battery backup from control 
panel 
Current Drain: 28mA (idle or alarm) at 12VDC (nominal); 33mA (idle 
or alarm) at 16VDC (nominal) 
Dimensions: 4.5” x 2.5” x 1.8” (11.4 x 6.4 x 4.6cm) (H x W x D) 
Shipping Weight: 6 oz. (170.1g) 

Advanced PIR with IQ Look 

IQ VISION  

With its advanced ASIC PIR technology and so many innovative features, 
the IQ Vision is sure to be a reliable component in any security system, 
large or small. Among its innovative features is a range of 40’ x 40’, and 
30lb. pet immunity, which is great for false alarm protection for small pets, 
like cats and dogs. The IQ Vision also has a sealed sensor chamber to 
prevent insects, and dust from interfering with the sensor. With an 
attractive two-tone bi-optic case, the IQ Vision adds designer appeal to 
match any location. The IQ Vision will greatly reduce false alarms, and is 
an asset to any alarm system. 

40’ x 40’ (12.2m x 12.2m) range 
30lb pet immunity 
Advanced ASIC PIR technology 
Attractive two-tone bi-optic case 
Excellent EMI-/RMI-/lightning protection with resilient SMD circuitry 
Sealed sensor chamber prevents insect/draft interference 
Features look-down/creep zone 
SSP™ (Signal Selective Processing) for the easiest and most stable 
of installations 
Auto Temp compensation 
Advanced, EZ-Aim fresnel lenses for optimum detection performance
Conventional wall or corner mounting 
Tamper supervised 
Form A relay (Form “C” option) 
Operating Temperature: 14°F to 122°F (-10°C to +50°C) 
Traditional Mounting: Wall or corner (hardware supplied) 
Alarm Output: Normally closed from A relay 
Contact Ratings: 100ma, 24VDC with internal 10 Ohm current-
limiting resistor 
Power Supply Requirements: Unit is intended to operate from a 
power source that provides a 4 hr battery backup in the event of a 
power failure 
Filtered DC: 10.6 to 16 VDC with a battery back-up from control 
panel 
Current Drain: 16 mA @ 12 VDC nominal 
Dimensions: 4.5” x 2.5” x 1.8” (11.4 x 6.4 x 4.6cm) (H x W x D) 
Shipping Weight: 6 oz. (170.1g)  
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